
BaSYS Material provides manhole and pipe component librari-
es pipe line networks. For sewer networks a configuration as-
sistant automatically determines the optimal structure of the 
manhole for standard manholes and pipes elements for pipe 
line allocation.
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Order form for manhole subparts with schema

Advantages 
One of the most important tasks in 
preparation of cost calculation and as 
a basis for setting up contract speci-
fications is the determination of parts 
list for manhole and pipe components. 
Beyond that, the appropriate parts lists 
can be generated as attachments to 
orders for contractors.

Function
On the basis of material libraries and 
standard defaults, pipe line and node 
point parts (e.g. pipe /manhole ele-
ments) are automatically generated 

from the basic data of network ele-
ments.
Information compiled in this manner is 
object related and can be individually 
reworked. The results can be output as 
detailed parts list in definable
formats. 

BaSYS Material Data Base - Sewer*
Material data base for manholes, pipes 
and construction parts as an optimal 
addition together with BaSYS UniQ-
Cost Sewer for differentiated manhole 
diagram production. The manhole data 
base contains the detailed information 
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Layout with part list

BaSYS Materials
Data Base - Potable Water*
Material data base for pipes, moul-
dings, fittings and pumps. Together 
with BaSYS Plan Potable Water there 
is an increase of efficiency of network
management when establishing mate-
rial and nominal width, during dimensi-
oning and in the case of the selection 
of pumps, fittings, mouldings and pipes 
from the data base. Fully automatic 
pre-configuration of manhole
component lists for the entire project 
by means of a sample manhole defi-
nition.
The pipe line data base allows working 
with several different suppliers and/or 
manufacturers. Integrates symbol ma-
nagement and various filter functions. 
The pump station data base contains 
the definition of the respective Q/H 
characteristic of the pump with several
supporting points for each pump. 
The pipe line data base contains a 
manufacturer‘s complete material as-
sortment.

* These functions are upgrades to the 
basic module and require, if necessary, 
additional BaSYS-Modules.

Vertical plan with part list

of the manhole construction parts such 
as bed plates, base units, equalizing 
rings, cones, manhole covers etc.. 
The component and pipe data base 
contains geometric and material in-
formation of component and/or pipe 

assortments. The sewer material data 
base contains a complete material 
assortment according to valid DIN 
directives.


